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The Alchemy of  Performance:

A Technology Toward Individuation

“Rational intelligence is dangerous and leads to ratiocination. The painter is a medium who

doesn't realize what he is doing. No translation can express the mystery of sensibility, a word, still

unreliable, which is nevertheless the basis of painting or poetry, like a kind of alchemy.”

-Marcel Duchamp

Performance, like alchemy,  is an artistic medium that works principally through unconscious

psychic projection. Through live portrayal, theater o�ers an immediacy of experience which is

inherently transformative for its participants; for anyone can attend the theater, but only those for

whom attendance is an active participation will reap the transformative rewards. In doing so, the

performer, like the alchemist, transcends the subject/object dichotomy and changes the lead of

mundane causal existence into the numinous gold of individuation. This paper will compare the

technological processes of alchemy to performance, using the short �lm Inhabitation to highlight the

transformative elements in common, and the potential for individuation for those participating.

Alchemy refers to the ancient philosophical and parascienti�c practice of transforming and

joining spirit and matter. The psychologist C. G. Jung (1993) was fascinated by the practice when he

observed the similarities between alchemical symbolism and the dream imagery of his patients. He saw

the ancient alchemists’ process unconsciously mirroring his own theories of individuation: the

integration of the personal and collective unconscious through creative projection (pp. 27-28). Since
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alchemists perceived connections between the material and the spiritual, their goal was the

reuni�cation of spirit and matter (Rowland, 2020, p. 111). Jung theorized that in these experiments

alchemists pursued a form of self-actualization which constituted a sort of spiritual practice (Jung,

1993, pp. 6-7). In working to transmute material elements into precious metals, they symbolically

transformed their consciousness.  This proved e�ective at navigating the subject/object split–the

Cartesian separation between mind and matter, or the observer and observed–which would later come

to dominate scienti�c discovery (Bailey, 2005, p. 215).

The process of making theater and performance contain similar patterns to alchemy: an intent

to transform the mundane into a new, catalyzing force for change. Or as Bailey (2005) puts it, �ghting

the “enchantment of disenchantment” (p. 200). In the same way the alchemist projected their

unconscious on experiments of transmutation, so the artist projects their unconscious upon the blank

canvas of their medium by means of engaging an essential query or aesthetic.

An emerging research model known as arts-based research, reframes the technology of the

artistic process, like the alchemical, as a means of gathering and establishing knowledge and knowing: a

sort of teleology with the unconscious. Teleology sees events in terms of their purposes, rather than

causes, as is predominantly the case in rational, empiric science (Bailey, 2005, pp. 216-217). The

theories of arts-based research [ABR] state that staying free from a limiting ontology acknowledges and

incorporates numerous research frameworks. As Susan Rowland (2021) writes, “ABR accepts universal

laws as they emerge, yet does not presume them” (p. 14).  The exclusion of a grounding ontology

suggests that ABR is itself a new paradigm of research requiring a novel approach and worldview

(Leavy, 2018, p. 5). From the artist’s perspective, this is the intuitive, “felt” sense that emerges when
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work marries with initial vision, but as a research modality it is available to any �eld seeking new ways

of discerning knowledge.

“The role of the poet is to remember where the water holes are”, wrote South African

poet Antjie Krog (Bogart, 2007, p.1). While this sentiment may seem simplistic, it goes a long

way to helping us understand why the technology of art is so critical to the human experience.

Art began as a means of measuring and quantifying our knowledge–both of the environment and

our inner world (Campbell, 1974, p.52). The artist of today is an extension of pivotal roles such

as the shaman and griot; natural spiritual interlocutors whose activities wove a blanket of

meaning protecting their tribes from the overwhelming reality of existence (Eliade, 2004, pp.

3-6). These special members of traditional societies kept groups connected to the numinous

thread of the mysterium tremendum, partially through art. Not only did their stories, songs, and

dances communicate information necessary for survival, (herbology, meteorology, animal

behavior, etc.,) but they passed on a growing sense of time and place, critical to our ability to

experience connection and protection with and from the spirit world (Eliade, 2004, p. 182).

Archetypes reach across all of humanity and manifest in archetypal symbols. As Jung

(1977) states, these archetypal symbols, “as consciousness increase[s], [exert] an ever greater

influence on conscious life” (p. 91). It is exactly that increase of consciousness, and the felt

influence of these archetypal symbols, that is the special domain of the artist. We commonly

describe that frame of reference as intuition, as demonstrated in Inhabitation.

Inhabitation is a short film following a character frustrated with intellectual pursuits and

becoming lost in an alchemical image: literally (McDevitt, 2021). Creating the film Inhabitation

began with a query: “What is asking to come through now?” The initial question was paired with
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a process called bibliomancy which initiated an interaction with a medium: in this case, the pages

of the book Psychology and Alchemy, by C. G. Jung–filled with allegorical images created by

either alchemists or students of alchemy. The query rested in my mind while I randomly chose a

page in the text using the “felt” sense of appropriateness or correctness. The chosen image

(Figure 1) was the next step in the process.

Figure 1

Tractus de Lapide philosophorum (Jung, 1993, p. 283).

After closing the book and letting the image rest in my unconscious for several days, I

realized I could literally inhabit the image by making it a set for a movie. The process of creating

the diorama was a simple matter of enlarging and constructing. The insertion of the clown

character, created for earlier scholarly creative work, was a natural choice. Once those tasks were

finished, the rest of the storyline emerged intuitively. What remained was to show the story of

the clown/puer aeternus encountering and being swallowed by this image, mirroring my own

process: the technology of story manifested in experienced ephemeral images (Bogart, 2007, p.

127).

To intuit is to feel a rightness, or sense of appropriate placement. When this happens, an

artist releases the working image from any further manipulation and lets it rest in a fixed frame.
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As other elements are added or removed, the image is coaxed into deeper meaning. Within

performance, which manipulates time as well as image, this felt sense is constantly guided by the

question of motivation: what is the character/image doing at any given point in time, and how

can we guide them toward truth? This speaks to a deeper function of art: “to awaken what is

asleep” (Bogart, 2007, p.126). The artist is guided by their own intuition, but ultimately by the

experience of the viewer, where the strength of the artwork’s connection to the collective

unconscious is eventually revealed. In live performance the theater is a living and organic

alchemical process orchestrated in real time with an audience.

When an image or idea is presented, the immediate impressions are important, especially

when guided by an inquiry like the one which initiated the process of Inhabitation. From that

springboard, the work remains to faithfully represent one’s impressions through a medium that

effectively expresses a new image, (or in this case, series of moving images,) to convey an

answer or response to the initial query.

Once the art is complete, how do we integrate it into our lives? What is the means by

which the alchemist moves from solutio to coagula? In the review of Charles Nicholl’s book,

The Chemical Theatre,  Robert M. Schuler (1983) summarizes the process succinctly:

The ‘chemical theatre’, then, is the ‘vessel’ of the playwright who, as ‘speculative

chemist’, observes the hero’s transformation from ‘grossness, infertility, ailment, poverty,

incompleteness’, through suffering, to ‘spirituality, abundance, health, riches and

wholeness. This dangerous but ultimately healing journey through darkness and ruin is. . .

. the human pattern which corresponds to the alchemical process.’ (p. 329)
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In this example, “playwright” is our stand-in for the artist. The artist takes ingredients from the

collective unconscious and mixes them in the “vessel” of their own psyche. The resulting

mixture, tempered through careful attention, produces the art. The artists themselves emerge

from the experiment altered and closer to wholeness. And then, another transformation occurs in

the mind of the observer. Once the artist has created their work and it leaves their hands, it lives

its own life and will spark myriad transformations in the crucibles of those who encounter its

magic.

Conclusion

In the short film Inhabitation, we observe that the process of conceiving, shaping, and

delivering a work of art is akin to transformative efforts made by alchemists in their laboratories.

Like the alchemist, the performer receives and prepares images to enter into their psyche in place

of the alchemical vessel. The application of intuition and craft brings forth a mixture greater than

the sum of the parts. The new material exists on its own, now capable of transmuting the

perspective of the observer, assisting them in distinguishing obtuse object from bottomless

subject. Inhabitation is also an example of arts-based research exploring themes of the union of

scholarship and creativity. The distillation can continue or remain fixed, but the alchemist/artist

moves closer toward individuation as a result of this encounter with the numinous spirit of the

collective unconscious.
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